Building Global Solidarity in an Age of Division

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TRADE, MIGRATION, AND CLIMATE CRISIS

Center for Popular Economics | Summer Institute 2017
an intensive, residential training
Amherst College | July 30th - August 5th

- HOW HAVE THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURES OF GLOBAL CAPITALISM HELPED TO SHAPE OUR CURRENT MOMENT?
- HOW DO THE STRUCTURES OF GLOBAL CAPITALISM CURRENTLY FUNCTION?
- HOW CAN WE MARSHAL OUR UNDERSTANDING INTO BUILDING DIGNIFIED LIVES FOR ALL?

We’re living in a global moment of reactionary backlash: fear mongering about immigration, refugee crises, climate change denial, and rising nationalism. At Summer Institute 2017, we’ll explore the economic structures which have shaped this moment, and how we can build alternative forms of global economic integration and solidarity. Our participatory curriculum allows you to benefit from the rich knowledge and experience of other participants. No background in economics necessary!

“THE SUMMER INSTITUTE HAS PROVIDED US WITH SKILLS, TOOLS, AND RESOURCES THAT WILL ALLOW US TO BECOME BETTER STRATEGIC PLANNERS AND THINKERS.”

- Past participant from Community Against Pollution

Scholarships available on a rolling basis
Spanish translation and child care is available.
Register at: www.populareconomics.org.

Center for Popular Economics
ECONOMICS FOR PEOPLE, NOT PROFITS
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